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From the Editor
It’s the last volume for what 
has been a seesawing year 
for the club. A year which saw 
our club community touched 
by personal tragedy on more 
than one occasion with the 
loss of members close to our 
hearts. We also experienced 
some great highs most 
notably the club regaining the 
New Zealand Top Club award. 
We review that successful 
campaign here. Busy running 
parents Jackie and Vaile give us 
an insight into juggling family, 
work and running successfully. 
Gary Moller shares his wisdom 
on why massage is essential to keep running in the long run. 
Inspector Gadget (Michael Wray) untangles the pros and 
cons of Polar vs Garmin watches and much more. Have a 
wonderful Christmas and New Year everyone and see you in 
2012. 

Grant McLean

From the General Manager
With the incredibly successful 
Rugby World Cup sitting 
between the end of our winter 
season and now, the season 
certainly feels like a long 
time ago. However,  to make 
sure we don’t forget what a 
fantastic day Scottish had at 
September’s New Zealand 
Road Relay, our success is 
recalled in this issue.

Thank you to everyone who 
volunteered their time to help make a great season for 
Scottish.  Your eff orts are much appreciated.  It’s been great to 
see the Scottish running and walking community continuing 
to be active beyond the end of the formal winter programme.  
In today’s electronic age it is easy to share training and racing 
plans with others, and I would encourage members to link 
up with other members throughout the summer.  Lots of 
Scottish members will be at Queens Wharf each Tuesday 
evening for our 5km series and at the Newtown Park track 
on Saturdays.  Although competing on the track is not for 
everyone, I would encourage all members to at least give 
it a go.  Short races on the track can be a very good form of 
speedwork for longer road races.
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Regaining  the Top Club Award at the National 
Road Relay, capped off  another successful winter 
season for Scottish.

A big thanks to the Management Committee, 
Todd and his team, and to all those who have 
helped in some way to ensure the continued 
smooth running of the club. The mud glorious 
and mud of the Dorne Cup, and the halting 
of the Baudinet Cup by a Police manhunt  this 
season will no doubt enter into the folk lore of 
the club.

As we head into the lottery of a Wellington 
summer, I’d like to encourage more members 
to have a crack at the track. Not only will you 
double the benefi t of your subscription, you may 
also add some new found speed to your legs. It 
would be great to see more Scottish singlet’s at 
the track as we try to build momentum for this 
side of the club. If you are new to track, why not 
give the annual Scottish Night of Miles 3000m 
spiral race a go?

Finally, I wish all members and their families a 
very Merry Christmas, and hope Santa has a PB 
for each of us in his sack. 

Hello everyone, I just 

wanted  to introduce 

myself to those who 

don’t know me and let 

everyone know what 

is happening over the 

summer.

I have just fi nished my 

last ‘offi  cial’ race of the 

year - The Goat Alpine 

Run. An absolutely crazy, 

but rewarding run around 

Mt Ruapehu. Despite saying this, I somehow fi nd 

myself entered in more races! I can never say no to 

a bit of healthy competition.

I have run for as long as I can remember. I was 

one of those kids who loved cross country and 

enjoyed running around the fi elds while the 

other kids thought up ways of getting out of 

doing it. However, I have only been a member 

of Scottish for two years now. My fi rst running 

club I don’t regret it at all! Even though I have 

a competitive nature, I really like encouraging 

others to participate. As a marshall said to 

me during The Goat, ‘compete to complete’! I 

thought this was a great philosophy. Also I think 

we all get so much more out of the Club the 

more we get involved.

I am planning to start the offi  cial Women’s 

Newsletter again once the winter season starts 

again. In the meantime I will send out regular 

emails letting everyone know of upcoming events. 

Rebecca and Jo also organize lunchtime runs 

during the week as well as Scenic Sunday. 

Information about each week’s Sunday run can 

be found on the Scottish website. There is also 

usually a run every Thursday night from Freyburg 

Pools at 6 pm.

I’m really looking forward to the summer 

running and the season next year. Also it will be 

great to get to know you all better. If anyone has 

any comments and questions please feel free to 

ask me: sparkssier@gmail.com.
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President’s piece
Glen Wallis 

Introducing our new 
Women’s Captain
Sierra Ryland



CHRIS WANICK (SCOTT): 1968-2011

It is with much sadness that I fi nd myself 
writing an obituary for our great P Team mate, 
Chris Wanick.  As many of you know, Chris 
was suff ering from a very aggressive form of 
melanoma cancer which was diagnosed in 
2005, with his initial diagnosis making very grim 
reading.  In fact, 90 percent of people with this 
form of cancer die within 12 months of being 
diagnosed, so the fact that Chris survived until 
now has just been pure inspiration to all of us.  
Not just that he did it, but particularly HOW he 
did it.  Chris was so incredibly together about 
accepting and understanding his own mortality, 
and even to his last days, he faced his fate with 
no fear.

And that lack of fear was something incredible 
that stood out for me – Chris really did  know no 
fear – in fact he even had the words “No Fear” 
tattooed on his shoulder. He threw himself into 
all sorts of situations in which he could have 
been scared, but he never was. This lack of fear 
helped quell everyone else’s fears around him!

When he fi rst joined Scottish, he was a quiet shy 
guy, just turning up for his run, then slinking off  
afterwards.  Then he met the P Team, and that 
was the end of that!  

As a runner, Chris became legendary for being 
a hard-arse, he just would never, ever give up, 
as many of the P Team would relate to as his 
colossal frame came storming past us in the last 
500m of a race, even when we thought we’d put 
him away!  With the exception of Matyas ‘T-Rex’ 

James, he won more trophies than all of the P 
Team combined! 

As a socialiser, he soon proved his worth – he 
was the fi rst P Teamer to win the P Team Trials 
twice (admittedly he changed his surname 
between the trials when he married the lovely 
Jaleh), and what’s even more remarkable about 
this feat is that Chris was allergic to beer!!!  Chris 
has done a lot of living, and he certainly livened 
up the P Team. One unforgettable moment that 
the P Team would all agree with was  in Westport 
after the Buller Half, when we asked the lady in 
the bar we were at, to fi ll Chris’s prosthetic with 
beer.  As each of us sculled out of it, we chanted 
their race time!

As a man of courage, the man has few peers.  
He made a life-changing decision to amputate 
his leg above the knee over fi ve years ago, and 
instead of accepting his lot, he refused to just do 
nothing, and he got on with living.  He’s raced 
the 5km waterfront races, the Undy 500, and 
many other events in his prosthetic.  He travelled 
the world, worked hard at a great career, loved 
his wife Jaleh and son Tory, whilst at the same 
time making time for everyone else in his life.  
He has touched many, many people, and he will 
be sorely missed.  RIP mate – we’re really gonna 
miss ya. See the P-team update on page 37 for 
some fi nal words from Chris.

Bruce Lake

DAVE COTTINGHAM, 1927-2011

Dave Cottingham passed away on 2 October, 
aged 84. Dave joined Scottish in 1941 as a 
young teenager when the club was at a low 
ebb, with many members away at the War. He 
was a regular member of our teams through the 
1940s and kept a keen interest in the club over 
subsequent years. RIP.

Alan Stevens

Obituaries
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Scottish is well known for great event 

organisation, and this extends to the 

annual Scottish Race Walkers Ekiden 

Relay. This takes place on Sunday May 

20th  2012 and we don’t just want to 

organise a great event, we want to win it 

and we need your help!

The Ekiden Relay is a key event for New Zealand 
walkers.

I would guess that very few runners in Scottish 
understand the high reputation the Relay has 
among New Zealand’s race walkers.  In the last 
fi ve years we have put in a lot of careful planning 
and constant improvements and it now attracts 
almost twice as many competitors as any 
Athletics New Zealand walking championship! 
Visiting clubs know they will be part of an 
exciting weekend event and in fact, two clubs 
(Taranaki Race Walkers and Nelson A C) have 
already booked their accommodation for the 
2012 race!

The race

Five or six person teams, race over the marathon 
distance on a 1.25 km circuit in the Trentham 
Campus on Somme Road.  The short lap 
generates a lot of excitement, noise, and colour 
as walkers are constantly in view.

We can cope with the organisation and 
administration but to beat the strong visiting 
teams is something we need help with.  To win 
our own race we need six walkers who can easily 

walk faster than 60 minutes for 10 km.  Currently 
we only have two, whilst Nelson and Taranaki 
have four, and Auckland has fi ve walkers all well 
under 60 minutes.

So, how can we win our own race?

Most, if not all, successful walkers were once 
good runners!  Examples include Quentin Rew 
of WHAC (current multi-distance New Zealand 
Champion) and Tony Sargisson from Auckland 
(Melbourne Commonwealth Games silver 
medallist in the 50km walk).  Many successful 
men and women walkers were unsure of 
what running event or distance to specialise 
in and tried walking for the challenge and fun.  
Suddenly they found their event and success.

We want to win our own race, not fi nish third or 
fourth next May.

To do this we need help from runners who are 
up for a challenge to learn a not too diffi  cult 
skill and apply their years of conditioning 
and training culture.  The benefi t for runners 
in mastering the race walking technique is 
probably improved balance and posture and 
core strength and heightened appreciation of 
racing tactics.  Being a race walker does not 
mean dropping running.  In fact running builds a 
great cardio system which is essential, and is one 
reason younger runners become top walkers.  In 

David Lonsdale
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fact the younger the better! (In Australia there 
are hundreds of children race walking!)

Remember that famous World War One 
recruitment poster which said, “Your Country 
needs you!”  Well now “Your club needs you”, 
and there are good opportunities to go on to 
represent your country as a walker, without the 
risk of being shot at!

The summer is the ideal time to develop race 
walking skills and put them into practise.

At Newtown Park there is a race walk every 
Saturday, usually starting at 1.50 pm (register 
by 1.20 pm) and the atmosphere and support 
from other walkers is great.  We also have 
a very good team of offi  cials who off er 
encouragement and constructive advice to 
race beginners. Being disqualifi ed and pulled 
off  the track for poor technique is not going to 
happen until championship races.  

If Saturday is not good for you we can arrange 
to meet at Newtown Park in the evenings, or 
somewhere else if you want to see if you have 
what it takes, and put you in touch with a 
member who will guide you. Our Club walkers 
are very keen to pass on their knowledge to 
anyone who wants to give race walking a try.   

To get started or to fi nd out more give David 
Lonsdale a call and help to continue Scottish’s great 
reputation for race walking.  Phone 977 8990 or 
021 620 428, or thelonsdales@paradise.net.nz

Know your history: Scottish has always had 

walkers

The chairman of our founding meeting in 1915 
Albert Rowland represented Australasia in the 
1908 London Olympics (3500m Walk].  One of our 
greatest ever members Fred Silver won the New 
Zealand three mile title in 1945.  In the 1970’s Peter 
Maunder and David Lonsdale took up walking and 
they  successfully helped Scottish to three New 
Zealand Inter-Club Track and Field Team Finals.  In 
the 1980’s and 90’s Paul McElwee, Lynn Murphy, 
(Edmonton Commonwealth Games), and Amelia 
de Lorenzo all regularly placed in New Zealand 
championships over many distances.  In the last 
ten years our walkers have competed at national 
level and we have won many age group titles.  
Peter Baillie is the New Zealand 24 hour walk record 
holder at over 192 km and Natasha Murrihy is the 

current New Zealand W19 3,000m champion. 

So come on Scottish club mates, help us 

create some new walking history in 2012!

Walking is on a roll in Australia, Victoria 
Under 14s race 2011 

Albert Rowland, Scottish member at the 
1908 London Olympics

Want to 
advertise here?
Get in touch with Grant: 
mczod@xtra.co.nz
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The conundrum: two motivated distance 

runners, becoming parents, who still 

wanted it all: family, work, training, racing 

and social commitments.  How was this 

going to work in what we naively believed 

to be an already time poor situation?  The 

solution.....well..teamwork.

There is no doubting that we had a very diff erent 
routine prior to the arrival of Jennah (four) and 
Jesse (twenty months), but we’ve managed to, 
by and large, not only keep the running up but 
to run some good races and continue achieving 
some good PB’s.

We now mostly seem to be ‘in the zone’ as it 
were and have the ‘tag team’ eff ort down pat.  A 
typical day in the life of the Mexted clan goes 
something like...

 Pre alarm wake-up call from Jesse.  
Drag him into bed with us in vain hope of more 
sleep – he just kicks both of us for an hour...

 Alarm. Vaile showers and Jackie 
sneaks another 15min ‘sleep’.

 Vaile gets kids dressed and 
breakfast.  Jackie heads out  for her run, either a 
loop from home or a one-way into the City.

 Either meet in town with car for 
changeover (not a particularly green start to 
the day) or a 1 minute changeover earlier when 
Jackie gets home and Vaile leaves to catch the 
train. 

 Dinner (try to make an eff ort for us 
all to sit around the dinner table together).  Vaile 
normally just home either by train having run at 
lunch or running home and just showered (far 
greener fi nish).

 Kids bath/bed/story, clean-up and 
get gear ready for next day.

 In theory “our time” including, 
stretching, core strength and general Zen-like 
behaviour.  Practice is more often work, then 
couch and beer for Vaile and couch and chill 
time for Jackie.  

 Bed for lights out by 11:00PM, 
despite trying every night to achieve this 30 
minutes earlier to get anywhere close to the 
much wanted 8 hours.

... and repeat!

Jackie and Vaile Mexted

Parenthood and 
distance running: 
kids, time and 
your sanity.
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This is pretty much our Monday to Friday ritual. 
It may seem regimented but throw in the odd 
Auckland work day trip for Vaile, mid week 
socialising, kids being sick and waking in the 
middle of the night and any of the other myriad 
of things that life’s inability to stick to a schedule 
throws at you and you get the picture. Thankfully 
weekends allow the routine to go out the 
window – but a bit of coordination is still required.

But the important questions: Why and how?  
What is the motivation, what are the biggest 
challenges and how do you overcome them?

Why?

First and foremost you have to be motivated 
with your reasons for running clear in your mind. 
This will help get you get out when you’re that 
much more tired or pressed for time.  

For us we still have a competitive mind set and 
have things we still want to achieve in running.  
Also, we are part of the Scottish/running/multi-
sport community in Wellington – it’s like an 
extended family – and that’s something that 
is not only important to us personally, but it’s 
something we want our kids to experience 
growing up.

Jackie: As a full-time busy parent the act of 
running grounds me and is a return to myself 
while out there in nature (ahhh bliss).  I’ve got 
to admit that it has been pretty tough at times, 
particularly during the early days of motherhood 
dealing with on-going sleep deprivation and 
juggling breastfeeding (but that’s another 
story!)  I’ve learned however that the benefi ts 
of running far outweigh these bumps in the 
road and this maintains motivation.  I gain a 
great sense of satisfaction and well-being in 
achieving specifi c goals, overcoming challenges, 
enjoying friendship and competition.  Feeling fi t 
and healthy is also of course a big bonus and it 
allows me to be a bit more lax at times and more 
fl exibility with food and drink! The list goes on.  
For me, at the other end of life (dare I mention 
it) I want to be able to sit back with satisfaction 
and no regrets, knowing that I’d gotten off  my 
backside and achieved to the best of my ability 
in all aspects of life.  

Vaile: There’s the standard running 101 stuff : 
keeping fi t, keeping healthy, keeping the gut 
to manageable proportions (especially with my 
genetic predisposition to food and drink of all 
the wrong kinds and in all the wrong volumes)...  
But now more than before it’s as much about 
clearing the mind, fi nding time to process 
things, catching up with running mates and just 
enjoying being out there.  But I won’t kid you, 
fi rst and foremost that competitive urge is still 
there – people to beat and times to hit!

What are the biggest challenges and how 

are they overcome?

Only two little challenges: time and sleep!

Time

If you want to run long with any level of 
competiveness (Vaile: yes Todd I know this 
hasn’t happened recently!) you need to do the 
mileage.  However it’s not that easy when both 
of you are trying to get in at least 100 km a week 
as that translates into fi nding time for 200 km in 
the schedule.

How?

Here’s how we’ve tried to manage it:

• We made the decision for one of us to be at 
home and are lucky to be in a position to do 
so.  This means we don’t have pick up’s and 
drop off ’s to worry about.

• We mentioned it earlier – team work.  As 
we’re both runners we understand where 
the other is at, as well as the need to get out 
there in the fi rst place.  There is give and take 
as a result.

Vaile conquers Taupo Ironman 2006
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• We very quickly learned to be time effi  cient 
by getting ‘commuting’ runs in where 
possible.  These are mainly around work but 
may also include one of us running home 
when out and about over the weekend.

• Procrastination is not an option.  When you’ve 
got a window you take it as we know it won’t 
be there later.

• Focussing on core sessions.  While we can 
normally fi t most of our running in, we rarely 
fi t in the ‘time luxuries’.  Extra mileage, Pilates, 
yoga and swimming are all things we’d like to 
be doing but they rarely happen.  

Vaile: Time is my biggest challenge by far.  The 
last 20 months have been my most inconsistent 
and it’s not due to Jesse coming along but 
rather work requiring a bit more time – it doesn’t 
take much to put a lot of pressure on the whole 
schedule and it is often sleep and running that 
suff er as a result.  Nevertheless this has also 
taught me a good life lesson: I’m relaxed if I can’t 
get everything done - I do the important things 
and whatever doesn’t happen I don’t beat myself 
up about.  Applied equally to running, work and 
home (don’t ask how long the grass is).

Sleep and tiredness

Sleep - oh how I miss thee!  Our nights are 
regularly interrupted and there is zero ability to 
catch up with a sleep in.  

What can you do?  Well not much really.  It’s 
just blind luck but if you manage to get the fi rst 
four hours without interruption this seems to 
be the trick – if you’re woken up at midnight in 
deep sleep you’re toast no matter how much 
more sleep you get after that.  You just need to 
suck it in and remember your motivation.  Again 
teamwork is key – if one of us is on the edge of 
getting really run down then the other does the 
hard yards while they catch up on a good night 
in the spare room.  Of course a lot of coff ee 
helps! 

Jackie: For me the biggest challenge has 
been dealing with the inevitable tiredness you 
experience as a full-time parent (this rather 
than age!)  It’s widely believed that once you’ve 
popped out a wee bubs you come back stronger 

and faster as an athlete.  I’ve found this to be 
relatively true, but I think this is due to listening 
to my body more closely and becoming more 
time effi  cient rather than some physiological 
metamorphosis having taken place.  During 
and post-pregnancy I gave my body rest when 
needed without guilt and eased back into 
training.  As time is now more precious I’ve 
also had to learn to train smarter.  Hard days 
and easy days are just that; no extras or sneaky 
mileage (though this has never appealed and 
Matt D would tell me off  anyway!).  I now fi nally 
accept that there will be days when I will be 
tired when running and just going through the 
motions, but now that the kids are getting older 
these days are getting increasingly fewer.  I’ve 
also learned with relief that all it often takes is 
one night of solid sleep to bounce back with 
renewed vigour and energy.  Overall I feel I’m 
channelling my energy more wisely in terms of 
work and recovery and feel much stronger for it 
on the running front.

Is it worth it?

What does it take: motivation, team work and 
organisation.  Is it all worth it?  For us it’s a 
resounding YES!

Jackie on her way to victory at 
the Abel Tasman
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In this article we are fortunate to hear 

from sports massage and natural 

health guru Gary Moller, who I invited 

to write this article. Gary has a wealth 

of experience having worked with 

athletes in various states of dis-repair 

for more than thirty years. Gary clearly 

explains why regular massage should 

be an integral part of the training and 

racing regime of all runners, not just 

elite athletes. Gary also reminds us that 

massage is just one component of a 

holistic approach to caring for your body, 

along with good nutrition, stretching, and 

sensible training.

When muscles are repeatedly worked to 
exhaustion the natural trend is for them 
to assume a state nearer contraction than  
relaxation. This is because muscle cells need 
energy in the form of Adenosine Triphosphate 
(ATP) to relax (when muscles contract, energy 
is released in the form of movement and heat). 
So, when exhaustion sets in, the lack of ATP will 
be experienced as tightening and hardening of 
the muscles and, ultimately, disabling cramp. 
If this tightened muscle  state is repeated time 
and again and facilitated by depletion of vital 
minerals and vitamins (through poor nutrition), 
the condition may become chronic (referred to 
as “hypertonicity”). It is almost as if the muscles 
have been so overworked and traumatised 
that they remain permanently on the ready 

in anticipation of the next round of punishing 
exercise!

Another detrimental process that runs parallel 
to this is micro- and macro-trauma to soft 
tissues. Micro-trauma may be felt as delayed 
onset muscle soreness that may last for several 
days post-exercise. While some conditioning 
experts think this is normal and even benefi cial, 
I disagree. Post exercise soreness is the result of 
damage. While it may be microscopic damage 
that rapidly passes, the cumulative eff ect over 
ten or more years is increasingly hard, fi brotic 
tissue - more like gristle than pliable tissue. In my 
opinion, this is one of the main reasons why few 
athletes improve beyond ten years of intense 
training and competition.

Relaxed to tight muscles

Massage 
as an 
essential part 
of a runners practice

Gary Moller 
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From relaxed to tight, what is going on?

Macro-trauma is overt trauma such as the 
damage from a corked thigh (usually caused 
by a fall, or a direct blow to the thigh in 
contact sports) or a muscle tear. While such 
injuries may appear to heal completely 
within several weeks, there is usually residual 
scarring deep within the aff ected structures 
which may shorten and constrict over the 
next several months. There may also be 
binding or adhesions between structures 
like tendons and ligaments. As episodes 
or micro- and macro-trauma accumulate 
over the years, performance levels off  and 
gradually declines. 

Massage, nutrition and smart training can halt 
and even reverse this process of decline

Just how much athletic decline is due to 
the natural processes of ageing and how 
much is due to controllable factors such 
as nutrient imbalances and cumulative 
damage to soft tissues is open to debate. 
I am of the opinion that the majority of 
athletic decline is due to controllable 
factors.

As a muscle, or part of, tightens up it 
becomes hard and tender to the touch. 
Blood flow is compromised and there is 
a buildup of metabolic wastes, including 
acidic lactate. The response to this buildup 
of toxins is to add water to the tissues to 
dilute them. This adds further to hardening 
of the tissue, tenderness and even less 
blood flow. This progressive reduction of 
blood flow and buildup of stagnant fluid 
within the muscle and surrounding tissues 
further compromises the ability of the 
muscles to produce ATP,  a vicious cycle 
of decline - a bit like a nuclear melt-down. 
This explains why injuries associated with 
overtraining, such as a chronic calf strain, 
are resistant to usual treatments and usually 
come back with a vengeance after even 
prolonged rest.

THINK ‘SPONGE’ BOB 
(OR IS THAT SPONGE JOG?)

Think of a muscle 
as being a kind of 
“sponge pump”. When 
a high quality sponge 
is dipped in water it 
soaks up more than 
its weight in water. 
When squeezed it will 
discharge 90% of the 
water. When a muscle 

is in a relaxed state between contractions, 
oxygen and nutrient rich arterial blood 
engorges the muscle belly just like a sponge. 
When the muscle subsequently contracts 
forcefully the bolus of blood within the 
muscle is ejected into the large veins feeding 
back to the heart.

Think now about 
what happens to your 
beautiful sponge if 
it is left wet on the 
sink bench in the 
sun for several days: 
It becomes hard and 
brittle. When dipped 
into water, it picks up 
barely any fl uid and 

it resists squeezing. This is what muscles 
become like with decades of hard exercise 
and poor nutrition.

If we then take that 
hard, dry sponge and 
dip it in warm, clean, 
soapy water and 
patiently massage 
it, the sponge will 
gradually resume most 
of its original qualities. 
But it does take time. 
Massage and nutrition 

work in the same way to gradually restore 
muscles to their original state of tone and 
pliability. 
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Massage, blood pressure and peak heart rate

As we get older blood pressure tends to rise 
and maximum heart rate declines about one 
beat per year. The formula for calculating your 
maximum heart rate is 220 beats minus your 
age. So, at 58 my maximum heart rate should be 
about 162 beats per minute. In actual fact mine 
is greater than 170 which is up at least ten beats 
on where it was several years ago and my blood 
pressure has normalised to about 120/80. How 
did I manage to increase my peak heart rate? Let 
me explain one of the mechanisms that causes 
blood pressure to rise and heart rate to decline 
with age: Hard muscles.

Refer back to my analogy of the “sponge pump”. 
As a muscle becomes hard and gristly, the heart 
must work harder and harder to squeeze blood 
into the working muscles. If this involves a 
substantial amount of muscle, such as the legs, 
then this will show as increasing systolic blood 
pressure during exercise as the heart pumps 
with great eff ort. The pulse may be surprisingly 
low, despite the eff ort.

On the other side, the fl ow of blood back to 
the heart is poor despite the heart pumping as 
hard as it can. This is because fl ow back to the 
heart is almost 100% generated by the forceful 
ejection of blood from the muscles into the 
veins leading back to the heart. This may appear 
as an increasing diff erence between sytolic and 
diastolic blood pressures during exercise, plus a 
slow peak exercise pulse.

When muscles are not able to do their job, the 
heart must work much harder to push blood out 
to the working muscles and to get that blood 
back to the other side of the heart. It’s almost a 
push and suck situation - not healthy!

A clue to this process happening is that older 
athletes are generally much slower to work 
their way to race pace; whereas the juniors 
usually take off  like rockets. This is not just due to 
youthful over-exuberance; it may be more to do 
with the increasing delay with the older athlete 
getting blood to circulate.

Massage, when combined with nutrition, can 
soften muscles, enabling the free fl ow of blood 
into them and the effi  cient ejection back to the 

heart. What the athlete will notice is the ability to 
get up to speed more quickly and their “red line” 
heart rate will become higher. But this takes time 
- months and years.

In the “Zone”

You know when you are in the “zone”: Heart 
rate, breathing and muscles feel as if they are in 
perfect synchonicity and you are heading for a 
personal best. I think the “zone” coincides with 
when the heart and the muscles are perfectly 
balanced between what the heart is delivering 
to the muscles and what the muscles are 
delivering back to the heart. At rest nearly 100% 
of blood fl ow through the resting muscles is 
work done by the heart. As exercise commences 
and builds gradually to maximum sustained 
eff ort, the muscles increasingly contribute to the 
work of circulating the blood. At peak sustained 
exercise, in the healthy muscle, the muscle itself 
will be contributing to half of the total eff ort by 
being responsible for all of the blood fl ow back 
to the heart from the working muscles. The heart 
only has to work to deliver blood - not struggle 
to get it back. This is the perfect partnership!

If muscles are increasingly hard and gristly, 
then the heart must work harder than ever to 
produce the same amount of work. The “zone” 
becomes a long-lost feeling and exercise in the 
present an increasingly tough grind.

How hard and how painful should massage 

be?

Muscles and other structures that have become 
scarred and engorged with stagnant fl uid can 
be very tender to pressure. The fi rst few massage 
sessions may be agonising but there will be 
signifi cant improvements within three sessions. 
How much pressure and digging is applied must 
be carefully judged and depends to a degree 
on the pain tolerance of the recipient because 
softening scars and separating structures from 
each other is painful to say the least. Deep 
tissue massage is best done by an experienced 
therapist. Generally avoid therapists who are 
new to the game.

How long and how often?

An eff ective massage session will take about 
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an hour to thoroughly work over the legs. 
Anything less is not of much benefi t unless 
the attention is focussed on less area, such as 
the thighs only.

Deep tissue massage should only be repeated 
about once a week. More frequently is 
counterproductive because the body needs 
several days to heal and grow stronger in 
response to the work.

Feeling loose and running free 

There should be a signifi cant improvement 
in tone, pain and function by about the 
third or fourth session/week. These sessions 
will eventually become pain-free and can 
be repeated weekly/fortnightly/monthly 
depending on perceived need and budget. 

And fi nally, remember that massage is most 
eff ective when combined with good nutrition, 
regular stretching, and a sensible training 
regime that allows the body to recover and 
build strength to improve performance.

[A note on cost from the Ed. When thinking 
about cost it is worth remembering that 
running/walking is a pretty cheap sport 

overall (compared to many other sports and 
recreational activities), so it is well worth setting 
aside some of your hard-earned cash to get 
regular massages. It is very cost-eff ective in 
keeping you well-lubricated and enjoying the 
sport you love for longer. I have become a real 
convert! and only wished I had gone to see Gary 
15 years ago when I fi rst joined the club and 
started running seriously!]

Gary Moller

DipPhEd, PGDipRehab, PGDipSportMed (Otago), 
FCE certifi ed . Thompson’s Nutrition, Nutra-Life 
and Kordel’s Certifi ed Natural Health Consultant

Gary is qualifi ed in Sports Medicine, Physical 
Education and Rehabilitation (Otago). Gary can 
assist with injury and health issues, including 
massage as one of a number of therapy options.  
Gary is highly regarded for his expertise in 
adrenal fatigue (“burnout”), especially as it 
relates to active people..See Gary’s website: 
ww.GaryMoller.com, which has almost 2,000 free 
self-help articles and E-Publications.

Gary
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Many times I’ve looked at my training plan, then 
looked out the window, and the thought of a 
solo slog round the Bays into a raging northerly 
has just seemed too much like hard work.  So 
when Rebecca Speirs set up a lunchtime training 
squad, I jumped at the chance to join.  Having 
reached a bit of a plateau in her own training 
Becs thought that training with others would 
help her stay motivated and get faster, quicker. 

Over the last six months, Becs has organised 
group training runs based on her Steve 
Plowman programme and I, and a group of 
regular Green Pack runners, have joined in when 
this fi tted with our own programmes.  This new 
approach to training has seen Becs set PBs in the 
10k (Wellington Road Championship - 43:43), 5k 
(National Road Championship – 20:27) and at 
the Auckland Half Marathon (see below).

I too have seen a signifi cant improvement in my 
running with my most successful season to date 
(PBs in every interclub and Club race and I’ve taken 
2 minutes off  my 5k, 4 minutes off  my 10k and 12 

minutes off  my half marathon PBs!)  I have no doubt 
that this is down to being part of the lunchtime 
squad and the motivation and support we give each 
other.  Becs is also a great squad leader - she keeps 
us honest with an eye on her trusty Garmin to make 
sure we hit that target pace! [Ed. For more on Garmin 
see Michael Wray’s article on page 18].

The friendly rivalry amongst the group has also been 
good motivation.  Becs was aiming for 1:40 at the 
Auckland Half Marathon, and was a little miff ed when 
I raised the bar at Masterton (1:37:25).  Of course she 
very ably rose to the challenge and knocked out 
1:36:58.  So there’s all to play for at the Round the Bays 
Half in February! I understand Nick Whalley and Sierra 
Ryland have a similar battle going on…

It’s not just me and Becs who’ve benefi ted - 
other highlights include:

• Angie Penberthy knocking 21 minutes off  her 
half marathon time at Masterton (1:36:37)

• Nick Whalley’s marathon debut at Auckland 
(3:29:43).

• Sally Nash placing 2nd female in the 2011 
Rimutaka Incline run with a 10 minute 
improvement on her 2010 time.

We are continuing to run together over the 
summer, though the programme now includes 
multi sport options as Becs turns her hand to 
triathlon and we hope to share more successes 
in future editions of On the Run.  

In the meantime, new squad members are 
welcome – to fi nd out more or to join the 
mailing list, email jobadham@yahoo.co.uk

Jo Badham

The Benefits of 
Group Training 
with the Green Pack Xtra 
lunchtime training squad

Jo and Becs have seen their performances 
improve
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SCOTTISH BACK AT NUMBER ONE!

The pinnacle of the winter season, the 

New Zealand Road Relay Championships, 

were held in Auckland on 3 September.  

125 Scottish members made the trek to 

Auckland, collectively with the aim of 

regaining the coveted title of “Top Club”.

Also, hopes were high that our Masters 

Women’s and Masters Men’s teams would 

be title contenders in their grades, and 

our Senior Men and Senior Women would 

challenge for medals.

The new 8 lap course (5 for juniors) in the Hunua 
Ranges south of Auckland was challenging with 
a good variety of laps.  Prior to the relay there 
was the inevitable debate about which runners 
suited which laps.  Team captains were lobbied 
with stories of illness and sudden loss of form, as 
runners angled for so-called easier laps.  Michele 
Allison took the direct approach, declaring that 
after 20 years of fronting for the MW A team she 
had won the right to the short lap 2.  End of story.  
The uphill on lap 5 proved to be steeper than most 
were expecting, and resulted in a few instances of 
walking (you know who you are!).

It was the Men’s P team that got off  to the best 
start.  Ewan Gestro on lap 1 led the fi eld to the 
fi rst corner... before the team took up its rightful 

place near the rear of the race.  Hamish Carson 
did what he does best:  winning races.  Hamish, 
fresh back from two months of track racing in 
Europe (including 7min 49sec for 3000m!), ran 
an outstanding lap 1 to give the Scottish Senior 
Men the lead.  Our lead was further extended 
on lap 2 before four times defending champs 
Canterbury University (CU) clawed their way 
into a lead on lap 3 that they never relinquished.  
Scottish then had a great battle with Pakuranga 
to secure 2nd place - a fantastic result for the 
men in a very competitive grade.  With 7 of the 
8 runners aged under 25 and fi nishing within  
minutes of champions CU, the future looks 
exciting for the Scottish Men.

Our Masters Men and Masters Women both 
benefi ted from excellent depth and experience 
in their ranks.  Teams were selected on form and 
a last minute illness replacement for the MM 

NZ Road Relays 2011 
Away Trip – in Review

Ewan leads the NRR, a moment to be savoured

Todd Stevens
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meant that the team didn’t miss a beat.

Both teams expected Hawks to provide a 
strong challenge, and so it proved.

The MW made an emphatic statement with 
a superb all round team eff ort giving Scottish 
a comfortable win over the defending 
champion Hawks.  It was the MW’s 6th title, 
the most by any Scottish club team. 

Six of the 8 MM team members were in last 
year’s winning team, but with everyone a 
year older (and generally a year slower!) the 
pressure was on.  Strong laps over the fi rst 
half of the race kept the team in contention, 
before the team hit the lead on lap 5 (care of 
Dave Kettles, who was so focused he didn’t 
even notice he was wearing his Scottish singlet 
back-to-front).  However with the top 4 teams 
all within about 2 minutes after lap 6, there 
were a few nerves in the MM van.  The fi nish 
line couldn’t come quick enough as Hawks 
chewed into Scottish’s lead on the last lap, but 
the team got there with a minute to spare (the 
smallest winning margin of all grades).

It was very pleasing to see Scottish 
represented in all grades, and with multiple 
teams in a lot of the grades.  This is a great 
testament to the hard work of the section 
captains.  The depth in all grades continues 
to be very strong, which is why Road Relay 
medals are so valued.  The Senior Women’s 
grade in particular was a lot stronger this year 
than recent years.  Our Senior Women’s 5th 
place was a good result from a team with a lot 
of talent.

The coveted title of “Top Club” was 
determined by the aggregate placings of a 
club’s best three teams.  And Scottish won!  
Our 4 points (1st MW, 1st MM, 2nd SM), 
edged out Hawks with 6 points (2nd MW, 
2nd MM, 2nd SW), Pakuranga and Canterbury 
University.  It was Scottish’s 8th title since 
2001, but our fi rst since 2008.

After a long and tiring (but successful) day of 
racing, an early night was probably a good 
idea.  But there was no support for this.  All 
members headed to a Manukau restaurant 

for a superb club dinner, which was full 
of laughter and stories of the day’s racing 
(stories which got more exaggerated as the 
evening wore on).  The music got cranked 
up and the members that didn’t run hard 
enough used the last of their energy on the 
dance fl oor.  A number of members then 
headed to the offi  cial relay after party at the 
Pakuranga clubhouse where a hard core 
of Scottish members produced a fi rst for 
the club:  drinking their way through many 
rounds to make the fi nal of the boatrace!  One 
measure of a great night is when a number of 
members are seen walking back to the motel 
at the end of their night out as the fi rst group 
of members are heading out on their Sunday 
morning run.

The post-road relay predictions in review

There were several pre-race predictions in 
volume 9. Ones that came through, or nearly:

• President Wallis sings a rap version of 
an ABBA hit?  Almost, Katy Perry

• Dave P taking his dating prowess to 
new pastures?  Yes, Manukau central

• Granty and Toddy wearing yet another 
championships medal? Yes 100%

Chief Carson and friends

The Celebration
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Take a look at the wrists of your club-mates 

on the next pack run. You’ll fi nd quite an 

array of watch choices on display. In the 

Masters Men’s team alone, attitudes towards 

timekeeping equipment diff er widely. We 

have our hippy-naturist, Dave Kettles, who 

hates to have anything but the natural skin 

of his wrist for company and never wears 

a running watch. Old school traditionalist 

Greg Mitchell will only wear a watch if it’s 

older than any of the Senior Men’s A Team. 

He’s proud to have sported the same simple 

device for decades – an attitude, incidentally, 

which applies to his choice of Scottish singlet 

too. Then there’s the other end of the scale, 

with inspector gadget Michael Wray, who has 

used a couple of Polar footpod watches and a 

Garmin GPS watch over the last few years.

So what’s it all about? A running watch is just a 
timekeeping device, only diff erentiated from your 
normal watch by a heart rate strap and resistance 
to sweat corrosion, right? That’s true if all you want 
is your time, but why have just a watch when you 
can have a virtual training partner? 

The most important information that modern 
running watches provide is your pace while you 
run. And if the watch knows your pace, it can also 
give you your distance covered. Time, distance 
and pace take the guess work out of estimating 
the distances of your training runs, allow you to 
be certain of running your training at the correct 

speed and reduce the risk of blowing up in races 
by, say, going too fast too soon in a marathon. 
You might still go too fast and blow up, but with a 
modern watch you will know it’s coming.

How does the watch know your pace and distance? 
There are two methods and your preferred method 
will be a major factor in determining which watch is 
right for you. Method one uses a footpod; method 
two uses GPS. Polar lead the market for footpod-
based watches, while Garmin are the market leaders 
for GPS. There are other options, such as Suunto, 
Nike+ and Timex but for me it’s simple - you go Polar 
for footpod and Garmin for GPS. 

Polar

There are two main Polar watches to choose 
from that support the use of a footpod – the 
RS800CX and the RS400. There is a third watch, 
the RS300X. This is much less user-friendly, so I 
have not reviewed it.

Polar S3 Footpod and RS800CX watch

Polar watches use replaceable batteries (lasting 
two years) and are widely stocked in stores like 

Michael Wray
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Dick Smiths. The RS800CX has a barometric 
altimeter. This is accurate at determining 
altitude, though living in Wellington I did fi nd 
very strong winds could fool the sensor into 
thinking you’ve changed altitude going round 
Point Jerningham. It also records temperature.

You transfer exercise data from your watch to 
your computer wirelessly using infrared. This is 
very easy to use. 

Polar have always made fi tness monitoring 
equipment, whereas Garmin started out 
making GPS navigation systems. Polar 
watches assess your heart rate variability 
(and provides information Garmin cannot), 
with its running index performance indicator, 
patented fi tness test and the ability to 
diagnose over-training (through website 
support and software).

The Footpod

The footpod is a small device that you 
wear in the laces of your running shoe. It 
communicates wirelessly with your Polar 
watch, giving you live information as you 
run and records data on the watch to 
transfer to your computer. Polar have two 
kinds of footpod available but they’re not 
interchangeable; the footpod you get is 
determined by the watch. 

The newer footpod is the S3, which works 
with the RS800CX. The S3 is small (55 x 39 x 
14mm), light (73g) and once it’s attached to 
your laces, you’ll forget it’s even there. The S3 
takes a watch-style battery, stocked at Dick 
Smiths, that gives you about 200 hours of 
running.

The RS400 watch works with an older 
footpod, the S1, much chunkier than the S3, 
weighing 127g, but once attached to your 
laces you will forget it’s there. The S1 uses an 
AAA battery, with replacement required after 
about 20 hours.

  Footpod Advantages

• The S3 footpod will also 
track your stride rate and 
stride length.

• It doesn’t matter where you run or what 
your surroundings are, the footpod works. 
Just turn it on and go.

• Pace readings are instantly responsive to 
changes in speed and is more accurate 
than Garmin for interval training pace 
readings, assuming correct calibration.

  Footpod Disadvantages 

• The footpod is a separate unit to the watch 
itself – don’t lose it! 

• You have to calibrate the footpod to get 
accurate readings. Calibration is a simple 
enough process, you just need to run a 
known distance, such as between the 
waterfront distance markers or round the 
Newtown Park track. Uncalibrated, the 
footpod information will still be around 
97% accurate.

• The calibration factor for each of your 
shoes will be diff erent, so maintaining 
multiple factors if you have several 
diff erent shoes can be a hassle.

• Diff erent running surfaces can fool the 
calibration. 

• Diff erent running styles of a recovery run 
versus that of a 5km race can also throw 
out the accuracy.

• The footpod is good for running only, not 
multi-sports for pace readings.

Garmin

Garmin off er several 
GPS watches with 
their Forerunner 
range. The most 
popular choices for 
the runner are the 
FR410 or FR610. The 
former uses a bezel for 
most functions. The 

bezel is very similar to the touch-wheel on an 
iPod and is easy to drive once you’re used to 
it. The FR610 uses a touch-screen instead of a 
bezel and testers have found it to work well in 
the rain or with gloved hands. 

Garmin FR610
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Another option is the FR310XT. Eschewing 
the Apple-inspired interface, the FR310XT 
uses traditional buttons. This watch is aimed 
at triathletes. It’s waterproof to 50m and 
categorises multi-sport activities in one 
workout, even logging transition times. Unlike 
the FR410 or FR610, it does not have a subtle 
presence on your wrist. With its large watch-
face, it screams athlete at your dining guests if 
you wear it out to a restaurant.

There is a Garmin GPS watch for the more 
cost-conscious. The FR110 gives you GPS 
functionality while running, but without 
the ability to transfer your exercise fi les to a 
computer or mapping on Google Earth.

Because GPS is power-hungry, Garmin 
watches use non-replaceable batteries that 
you recharge. You can charge using the mains 
or the USB port on your computer. The FR410 
and FR610 will give you around 8 hours of 
running time between charges. Good for all 
but the ultra-runner, for whom the FR310XT’s 
20 hours might be a better fi t.

Garmin watches use GPS to determine 
altitude, looking up what the altitude should 
be for a given GPS point. For some reason 
this causes inaccurate readings in what is 
recorded in the watch, but Garmin Connect 
(Garmin’s on-line running log) automatically 
corrects this when you import the exercise fi le 
from your watch.

Garmin watches transfer the exercise data 
from your watch to your computer wirelessly 
using an ANT+ via a USB stick that comes with 
the watch. It’s a bit like Bluetooth and is very 
easy to use.

GPS

The GPS unit is an inbuilt part of the 
Garmin watches. The GPS system locks onto 
positioning satellites and use trilateration 
to calculate your current position. The more 
satellites it can connect with, the more 
precise and accurate your position. With good 
reception, your position can be determined 
to within fi ve metres. Every second or two, 
the watch repeats this calculation to plot 

your new position and assumes you ran in 
a straight line between the two points. The 
watch stores the information in its memory 
and transfers to your computer and Garmin 
Connect for review.

    GPS Advantages

• GPS is part of the watch unit, so no 
mucking around with peripherals.

• Can be used for cycling and possibly 
swimming, but a watch going under water 
loses satellite signal - apparently you stash 
it under a swimming cap at the back of 
your head to get round that.

• After the run, Google Earth will show you 
where you ran. This is particularly cool for 
those club runs where your pack leader, 
perhaps, went a little off -course and didn’t 
know where he went. Some GPS watches 
provide you with directions (on the way 
back, or even for the entire run).

    GPS Disadvantages

• Can understate distances on courses with 
lots of twists and turns, due to straight 
line assumption. When you review your 
run in Google Earth, it will look as if you 
cut a few corners.

• It can take a while to lock onto satellite 
signals from built-up city centres 
(‘blindspots’). Generally it’s quicker to walk 
down to an open area before acquiring 
satellites and starting your run. ‘blindspots’ 
data can look erratic.

• Going through a tunnel will cause the GPS 
signal to be lost. When you exit the tunnel 
and reconnect, the watch will assume a 
straight-line between the entrance and 
exit.

• GPS pace readings are calculated using 
an average of the last few point readings. 
Overall this is no problem, but it does 
mean a small lag in showing you your 
increased pace at the start and end of 
speed intervals.
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Polar GPS vs Garmin Footpod

To upset the comparison, it is worth noting 
that Polar off er a separate GPS sensor 
(compatible with the RS800CX) and Garmin 
off er a footpod. However in both cases there 
are quality issues and it is my view that Polar 
and Garmin should stick to their knitting: if 
you want GPS, you buy a Garmin watch, and if 
you want a footpod, you buy a Polar watch.

Software

You may be leaning on balance towards the 
Garmin product and having made the shift 
from Polar to Garmin earlier this year, I can 
understand that preference. However, when 
you transfer the data from the watch to your 
computer to have a proper look at how you 
performed, it’s a contest Polar wins outright.

Garmin’s PC software is very basic and their 
on-line version is not much better. The 
information you get is Total and Per Lap. 
Polar’s PC software allows you to dissect your 
run as far down as the individual second 
and insert new lap splits without them 
having to have been taken by the watch. 
Polar off ers fi ve pre-defi ned graphs and the 
ability to defi ne as many new ones as you 
like. The Polar software isn’t just superior to 
the Garmin, it seems to beat out any third 
party software too. Fortunately, the limitation 
of the Garmin software has been a point 
of frustration to others and someone has 
written a free tool to convert Garmin exercise 
fi les into the Polar format (http://converter.
gps4sport.com/). 

Listed are indicative prices you can expect 
to pay in New Zealand for the watches 
mentioned. Some places will charge more 
and some less. The variability of the NZ dollar 
can create the opportunity for bargains for 
the keen internet shopper:

• Polar RS800CX - $700

• Polar RS400 -     $400 

• Garmin FR110 - $350

• Garmin FR410 - $550

• Garmin FR610 - $600

• Garmin 310XT - $500

Cycle shops tend to stock the Garmin range, 
while the Shoe Clinic stocks Polars.

Further Reading

I have concentrated on what diff erentiates 
the Polar footpod watches from the Garmin 
GPS watches. There are many features that 
the two brands share, such as auto-lap, pace 
and/or heart-rate zone alarms, confi gurable 
display screens etc. There is an excellent blog 
at http://www.dcrainmaker.com/ where the 
watches are discussed and many others are 
examined in detail, including functions that 
watches have in common. DC Rainmaker 
does more than just run, so his blog contains 
articles and product reviews that will be of 
interest to the triathletes amongst us too.
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THE 

ITALIAN JOB

Chasing Jono Wyatt 

through Italy 

Fast cars, great food, friendly people, and 

high mountains. I got to experience all these 

fi rst hand when I spent a week with New 

Zealand mountain running legend Jonathan 

Wyatt (Jono) and his wife Antonella 

Confortola in their hometown in Italy.

Jono and Antonella live in a small village called 

Ziano di Fiemme at around 1000m altitude in the 

stunning Dolomite area of North Italy. Why Ziano? 

Antonella grew up in Ziano and typical of Italian 

families, they don’t move far from home. In fact her 

parents live across the road from them.

The Italians are proud of their traditional way of life 

and their rich mountain history. You always know 

where you are, as the welcome sign to each village 

contains the village name followed by its altitude. 

Italian mountain villages such as Ziano are very 

picturesque like those we only see on TV in the 

Giro Italia or Tour De France cycle races.

Jono and Antonella have only recently completed 

renovating their house in Ziano, as this has kept 

them busy for the past few years. The house was 

designed by Jono who is an architect by trade. 

References to Kiwiana are evident throughout such 

as giant tile mosaics of a Tiki, Koru, and map of New 

Zealand that Jono created in his cellar fl oor. 

Jono has adjusted to the Italian way of life well and 

his Italian is very impressive. He still struggles with 

the opening hours of the local supermarkets and 

gas stations that unlike in New Zealand, are closed 

at certain times of the day and sometimes aren’t 

open at all!!

The Domolites are characterised by high forested 

valleys and jagged rocky peaks that reach in 

excess of 3000m (9000 feet). In the winter they 

are covered with snow and there are ski trails for 

miles. In the summer, the ski trails are ideal for 

Glenn Hughes

Not just a fast mountain goat. Mosaic of 
tiles created by Jono in his house

Glenn standing on the shoulders of the 
giant Dolomites
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running. Recent injuries to Jono (rare) and myself 

(less rare) meant we couldn’t do as much running 

as we would have liked. However, both being 

keen cyclists we took to the roads most days to 

complete a mountain pass or two. 

The biggest ride we did was a 120km loop that 

climbed fi rstly over Passo Fedaia (2057m) that is 

regularly used in the Giro, and then Passo Valles 

(2030m). We hit the base of Passo Fedaia at around 

45km into the ride. The climb itself was spectacular 

passing through tunnels and around a small lake 

at the summit. We then had a hair-raising 30km 

decent with downhill gradients up to 15% and 

the occasional hairpin. We reached the last climb 

up Passo Valles after about 90km which contained 

about 15km of climbing from 700m to 2030m. By 

then the ride and altitude had taken its toll and 

getting to the top proved rather diffi  cult. It was 

no trouble for Jono though showing he is just as 

handy going uphill on the bike as he is running. 

We then had lunch at a café at the top of the pass 

where we met up with Antonella and Tina (Harris) 

before riding back down to Ziano. This link shows 

the details and profi le of our ride http://www.

movescount.com/moves/move2827403.

Some uphill mountain running was still had during 

the week. We did a run from Ziano up a valley 

to around 1600m before getting picked up and 

driven down by Antonella. On the last day we 

competed in a mountain race that followed an 

old artillery track from 1000m to 2000m. The race 

started at a restaurant in Aune and fi nished at a 

yet another cafe high in the Dolomites that you 

can only reach by walking or running. Jono won of 

course and Antonella won the women’s. Tina Harris 

was 5th in the women’s and I jogged in for 8th. 

Here’s the race profi le:

http://www.movescount.com/moves/

move2857645

When Jono’s not training he’s either writing 

articles for Salomon’s Austrian-based web site or 

promoting the Salomon brand at training camps. 

In his spare time he likes driving his Audi TT fast 

around twisting mountain passes. Antonella is a 

world class cross country skier and gets time off  

from her job as a Forestale (national park ranger) to 

train. She is also a pretty handy mountain runner 

fi nishing 8th at the recent World Mountain running 

championships in Albania. In summer when there 

isn’t any snow she will often ascend mountain 

roads on shortened skis with wheels on the 

bottom for training. 

Jono is still very fond of New Zealand. His parents 

live in Motueka and he tries to come back every 

summer. He is very popular in Europe and makes 

sure he gets around supporting plenty of races. 

Exposure of his movements back in New Zealand 

is limited, but good articles such as those in 

the recent Endurance magazine help keep us 

informed of what he’s up to.

Jono says he plans to return next year to 

compete in the New Zealand Mountain Running 

Championships where a few Scottish members 

hope to give him a good run.

Jac Built 
Construction 
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In November I was fortunate enough to travel 

with the New Zealand team to the Chiba Ekiden 

Relay. The New Zealand team had been invited 

back to the event for the fi rst time in ten years. 

Chiba is a prestigious relay event that has been 
run annually since 1988. The New Zealand 
women’s team won the event in 1988 (in a team 
including Lorraine Moller, Anne Audain and our 
own Anne Hare). Originally separate men’s and 
women’s races, the two were combined in 2007. 

This year’s New Zealand team included Lisa 
Robertson (Auckland marathon 2011 winner), 
Stephen Lett (NZ 10k Road and Half Marathon 
Champion), Matt Smith (NZ Cross Country 
Champion), Fiona Crombie and Nicki McFadzien 
from Canterbury, US-based Hugo Beamish and 
Leonora Petrina, and Ethiopian-based Zane 
Robertson, a real character.

The team stayed at the stunning purpose-built 
Nihon Aerobics Centre, which is a beautiful Zen-
like training facility complete with outdoor and 
indoor tracks, swimming pools and baths, forest 
trails and chalet accommodation. 

We were the fi rst to reach Japan and it was 
great to see the other  teams gradually arrive 
(Australia, Poland, Czech Republic, USA, Japan, 
and fi nally Kenya). The food hall was a buzz each 
day with all the teams, as we built up to race day. 

It was fascinating watching the diff erent teams 
training over the week, particularly the Kenyan 
team who always ran and warmed down together. 

On race day we were shuttled into the Chiba 
stadium , where the race starts and fi nishes.  The 
race route follows a circuit of Chiba city,  and the 
NZ Management team watched the race unfold on 
monitors as we waited for our runners to return.

The New Zealand team finished 11th out of 
the 12 teams. Zane Robertson ran a PB for 
second in the 5000m held for reserves (13.58).

Kenya won in a close fought race with the 

Grant McLean

Team NZL

Kenyans in training

Top row L to R:  Grant McLean, Stephen Lett, Matt Smith,  
Hugo Beamish, Zane Robertson, Graham Tattersall

Bottom row L to R:  Jane Knobloch, Lisa Robertson,   
Nicki McFadzien, Leonora Petrina (Joy), Fiona Crombie
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Japanese national team. The Kenyans were led 
out by Thomas Longosiwa (owner of a 12.51 
5000m PB and sixth placed in this year’s World 
Championships in Daegu).  But it was 17 year-
old Kenyan Edwin Mokua who stole the show 
in the key 10k leg. Mokua ran a stunning 27.43 
over a hilly 10k putting more than a minute on 
the highly fancied Japanese runner Yoroizaka. 

The Japanese closed within 12 seconds in the 
last lap, but Kenya managed to hold on for a 
celebrated win (their fi rst in four years). 

The New Zealand team were a great bunch 
and I think all the team members got a lot 
out of being part of a high calibre event. 
It was wonderful to see top class athletes 
at such close range – inspiring. It is hoped 
New Zealand will get further opportunities 
to participate in this event, which is a 
rare representative opportunity for both 
experienced New Zealand athletes and 
debutantes being a non-stadia and road relay 
racing event.  

The Ed. Asked some Scotties to tell us 
what sounds fire them up.. 

Melissa Moon: Madonna - Live to Tell: I 
used this song to visualise the mountain I 
would race on at the 2003 World Mountain 
Running Champs in Alaska. I won.

Michael Wray: Ozzy Osbourne - Let Me 
Hear You Scream: “Go Down, Go Loud, Go 
Strong, Go Proud, Go On, Go Hard or Go 
Home.” Sums up the racing mentality - Go 
Hard or Go Home

Ariana Harper: Eminem - Lose yourself: 
“Look, if you had one shot, or one 
opportunity, To seize everything you ever 
wanted in one moment, Would you capture 
it or just let it slip?”

Edwin Massey: 
• Iron Maiden - Run to the Hills and The 

Trooper
• Sex Pistols - Anarchy in the UK (or the 

Megadeth version)
• Guns ’N’ Roses - Welcome to the Jungle 
• Motley Crue - Dr Feelgood

The Ed: Van Halen: Eruption: though 
only any good for about 400m, so Jane’s 
Addiction’s Three Days for the long run

Bernie Portenski: No music pulsing 
through these eardrums, just the sounds of 
Life! [Ed. Although possibly Freddie Mercury 
during the ice bath..]

Mokua takes the lead

Music that Powers our 
People: Favourite Psyche-Ups
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NATIONAL ROAD 

CHAMPIONSHIPS 2011 – I DID IT!

Karen Ward

With one lovely, but demanding child, I have 
to run whenever I can. I rarely get to run the 
5km series (which I miss), so when Nationals 
came along at 9am on a Saturday morning in 
Wellington I had to take the opportunity -- and 
what a great chance to run with (read : behind!) 
some of New Zealand’s elite runners.

I am writing this to encourage everyone to give 
Nationals a go next time it’s in Wellington. What 
a great experience. The spectator-friendly course, 
was also very back-of-the-pack friendly in that I 
was just rounding the bend near my last km and 
the winners crossed the line…very exciting!

Having the roads closed just for our race was a 
real luxury. Remembering back to the evening 
5ks, it was quite a treat to be completely 
pedestrian free.

What a great atmosphere too – my fellow 
speedy athletes were really supportive (thanks 
Pam for the warm up tips) and the many 
Scottish marshals kept me going with lots of 
shouts of encouragement… although I am still 
trying to work out if ‘what a battler’ is a good 
thing?

My aim was to complete the race, keep 
someone else in sight and to try my hardest not 
to be last. I honestly thought more people (at my 
level) would race it, and I’d so encourage you to 
do so next time. It was a fabulous experience!

I didn’t come last, nowhere near. I did keep 
the lovely Jenny Mason in sight (and kept 
her honest)! AND I even overtook someone! 
Whoohoo! (and they weren’t wearing a blue over 
80 ribbon either).  

Thanks to Todd for encouraging me to do it (not 
a moment’s hesitation from Todd…he just said, 
“absolutely run it”). Thanks to the organisers 
and thanks to the marshalls – I am honoured to 
have been able to run with some of NZ’s best 
athletes in a pretty amazing event! If it comes to 
Wellington again...am I doing it? You bet! 

27TH WORLD MOUNTAIN 

RUNNING CHAMPIONSHIPS 2011 

TIRANA, ALBANIA

Nicole Mitchell

In September, I travelled to Tirana in Albania for 
the World Mountain Running Championships.  It 
was a very valuable experience, crossing many 
time zones, being in a country where food was 
completely diff erent from here in New Zealand, 
not to mention the heat and dust.  Race day was 
September 11th, the junior women’s race was at 
9am and the temperature was already pushing 
35+ degrees.  

Our course had a dry, short, steep section at the 
start and the almost 60 competitors selected 
from various countries created an instant dust 
storm.  The next 800m or so was a gradual climb, 

Part of the action, Karen at NZ Road Champs

Nicole battles the heat and
the competition

Days at the Races: local and global
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until we hit the mountain.  It was very exposed 
and steep -  thank goodness for the water 
station at the top! The downhill was very loose 
and dusty causing the majority of us to end up 
sliding down, nothing like we have here. The 
last 800m was the hardest as it was very hot and 
seemed to take forever.   

I fi nished 18th and am very pleased with my 
performance considering how diff erent it was in 
Albania and the heat was intense!  I was the only 
New Zealander that went, along with my mum, 
Alison; we made some good friends especially 
with the Australian team.  I am keen to attend 
the World Championships next year in Italy – 
which is an all uphill year.  I would like to thank 
Mana Community Grants, Porirua City Fitness 
and Wellington Scottish for their support. 

COMMONWEALTH MOUNTAIN 

RUNNING CHAMPS, WALES

Tina Harris

On Saturday 24th September I raced in the 
Commonwealth Mountain running champs 
in Llanberis (pronounced C’lanberis), North 
Wales. It was very exciting as it was my fi rst 
international racing experience. The race was an 
8km up and down mountain (fell running) race 
with a highest point of around 600m elevation. 

I had navigated my way over the course earlier 
on in the week so I knew it was going to be very 
steep and challenging. On the day of the race 
it was raining and somewhat windy, however 
being a Wellingtonian this was no barrier.  The 
course began with a fl at road section through 

Llanberis before heading off -road after 1.5km. 
I managed to pass a couple of girls on the 
road that had gone out too hard at the start, 
including a Zambian runner who was racing 
in road fl ats. The track soon became extremely 
steep and we were crawling up a muddy hill 
on all fours, which is typical of UK Fell running. 
The hill seemed to drag on forever. As I looked 
up I could see the race was very spread out 
and I could almost count the heads of the 
competitors in front of me. A TV helicopter was 
circling overhead which was distracting as it got 
quite close. After reaching the top of the hill it 
was time for the downhill. The downhill was very 
rugged and there were sharp rocks in the middle 
of the track. I remember running so fast I was 
almost sick. My eyes couldn’t keep up with how 
fast I was moving. I managed to get down in one 
piece, unlike one girl who somehow broke a leg. 
Halfway into the decent I developed the stitch 
and I was tiring. It was the thoughts of my dear 
friend Ness which enabled me to pass a Welsh 
woman before the fi nish. I knew I gave the race 
everything as I then spent the night in hospital 
on a drip.

Overall I had an incredible experience. 
Throughout the race I had plenty of support, 
including from former Scottish members and 
now Londonites Tim Hawkes and Marissa 
Pritchard who were cheering me on to beat 
the Aussies!! I wish to thank Scottish Harriers for 
providing fi nancial and moral support for my trip.

Tina takes on North Wales
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Edwin Massey

With the 2011 winter harrier season done 

and dusted, now is the time to think about 

what you want to do over the summer to 

stay fi t, healthy and in shape to return to the 

club in the autumn ready to achieve some of 

the running goals you didn’t quite manage 

to tick off  this winter. 

After a long season training regularly many of you 

might be thinking  -”can’t I do something diff erent? 

I can’t face another 4 months of  simply pounding 

the pavement”.  The answer is  - of course you can - 

fi tness comes in many forms. This article gives a bit 

of insight into some other pastimes that will keep 

you fi t and motivated all summer.

1) Gym work -

Yes I realise too many of you gym work may seem a 

little dull - why work out indoors when you can enjoy 

running outdoors? Gym work doesn’t have to be 

dull - some of the group classes, think kickboxing, spin 

class, boxing, or circuit training are actually really good 

fun - competitive without being actual competition 

and done in a group setting so that you get a bit of 

social interaction. These types of sessions are all high 

intensity and aimed at cardiovascular fi tness and 

make a really good substitute for that meandering 45 

minute jog that you have done 100 times before.

If group training isn’t your thing then you don’t 

need that much equipment to produce a really 

challenging cardio workout in less than the time 

it would take you to do that easy 8km round the 

bays. Here is a challenging interval session that 

anyone can do  - all you need is a rowing machine 

and a barbell of appropriate weight.

Warm Up

• Row 1km at a steady speed

Intervals

• Row 600 metres full tilt (really push yourself );  

Shoulder Press (hold the bar at shoulder 
height; raise and lower) - repeat for a minute 
-  rest for a minute

• Row 500 metres full tilt; Barbell bicep curl 
(hold bar at shoulder height with bent 
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elbows - hands facing towards you; lower and 
raise)  for a minute - rest for a minute

• Row 400 metres full tilt; Barbell squat (hold bar 
behind head on shoulders - feet hip width apart - 
squat as if sitting down so hamstrings are parallel 
to fl oor- stand up) for a minute - rest for a minute

• Row 300 metres full tilt; Dips  - sit sideways 
on the bar of the rowing machine with hands 
facing in the same direction - extend legs and 
lower bum down towards ground - raise using 
triceps - repeat for a minute - rest for a minute

• Row 200 metres full tilt; push ups (on your knees 
if toes too hard) for a minute - rest a minute

• Row 100 metres full tilt; plank (push up position 
or resting on your forearms) for a minute - done! 
collapse on fl oor in sweaty mess!

This work out will challenge the cardiovascular 
system just as much as 8*3 minute reps round 
the bays without the stress on the legs and it 
should all be over in 30 minutes.  Easy as!

2) Swimming 

Summer is a great time to hit the water - there 
are a number of triathlons and Ocean swims 
coming up in the wellington region - so 
challenge yourself and get involved. Swimming 
is great aerobic exercise and is less taxing on 
the body than running is. One of my favourite 
sessions is to swim 500 metres slow freestyle as 
a warm up and then commence going as fast as 
you can for a length (25/30 metres depending 
on the pool) slow breaststroke back to the start 
and then repeating for a total of 10 intervals. 
Even if you swim like a set of keys this is great 
exercise and after a few sessions you will notice 
improvements. Swimming sessions can be 
alternated with aqua jogging, great if you are 
returning from injury. 

 3) Trail running

Sometimes the running bug is so strong that 
you just can’t say no to it. Well, if that’s the case 
how about running with a diff erent focus? Trail 
running is a great way to experience some of the 
beautiful countryside around Wellington - be it 
in the Tararuas, on the South Coast, Wainui, or 
even between Johnsonville and South Karori. 
There are a number of great trail running 
events over summer such as the Mount Lowry 
Challenge, the Jumbo Holdsworth, the Southern 
Crossing or Porirua Grand Traverse (a combo, 
mountain biking/kayaking event).  Training for 
these events is similar to marathon training - but 
with more emphasis on strength and being 
able to perform on terrain (just don’t stop!) 
Obviously much of your training should be done 
off  road so the impact on the body is less (you 
use diff erent leg muscles because of the terrain, 
rather than repeating the same step over and 
over). Training is best done in pairs (just in case 
you turn an ankle while out on your Sunday 
morning adventure). It was the adventure side 
of things that really motivated me to compete 
in races like these - there is nothing like being at 
the top of Mount Hector in a 100kph nor’wester 
in zero visibility! You just don’t get that 
experience running marathons. 

So as you can see,  the summer season is a great 
one for fi tness (and I haven’t even mentioned 
track!).  Give your body a bit of variety and you 
will feel fresher and more motivated to take on 
the next harrier season after daylight savings 
end. If you are interested in fi nding out a bit 
more about some of the alternatives to running, 
drop me a line or have a chat to any friendly 
fi tness professional.

The mass@gmail.com
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Ryan Woolley 
ryan.woolley89@gmail.com

DIY Personal 
Training

It’s wet outside.  My neighbour’s 
chimney throws red-tinged smoke into 
the air as I gaze through my glass, full of 
red wine. I fall into a trance. After being 
in a slumber for several minutes, I’m 
awakened by my fl at mate complaining 
of back and hamstring pain. I ignore 
him for a minute. Though, as the 
complaining continues, frustration 
begins to brew – I throw Volume 9 of ‘On 
the Run’ on his desk (the one with James 
“Coubs” Coubrough presenting his war 
face on the front cover).

In that issue, I discussed my thoughts on what 
can cause back pain.  In particular, I referred 
to the analogy of the body being a frame of 
anchors (dust off  this issue and have a re-read to 
revise). Here’s an excerpt:

“Let’s look at the body’s musculoskeletal system 
(compromising of muscles and the joints that 
they orientate) as a series of anchors. Each 
anchor allows the part of the body that it holds 
down to function effi  ciently… If [an] anchor 
shrinks in size (to the point where it becomes 
useless), other muscles of the spine and hips 
begin to also weaken…”

Now is a good time to discuss another of these 
anchors – the lower portion of rectus abdominis. 
Let me show you a picture before I begin:

 

Upper fibres of rectus abdominis 

Lower fibres of rectus abdominis 
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Anatomical Things
Rectus Abdominis  - the Upper Fibres

Rectus abdominis is responsible for fl exing the 
upper (thoracic) and lower (lumbar) portions 
of the spine. That is, it helps to curl the trunk 
forward.  As with any skeletal muscle, the 
length of the upper and lower fi bres of rectus 
abdominis can be determined by how we carry 
ourselves throughout the day. 

Hunching forward from the shoulders, in 
particular, can cause the upper fi bres to shorten. 
The upper fi bres of rectus abdominis attach 
to the 5th, 6th, and 7th ribs.  Because of this 

attachment point, tightening of this portion can 
drag the rib cage down which, subsequently, 
may inhibit proper breathing as the chest fails 
to expand to its normal capacity each time air is 
taken in. 

Try this to get an idea of what I’m talking about 
here – while standing, hunch your shoulders 
forward and attempt to take a deep breath in. 
Now breathe in with your shoulders back, while 
standing tall. Even though we are going from 
one extreme to the next, it’s easy to depict what 
you have just read above. 

The Lower Fibres:

In the last volume, I introduced you to a muscle 
that helps to support the spine – multifi dus. I 
mentioned how multifi dus helps to anchor (or 
support) the back of the pelvis. The lower fi bres 
of rectus abdominis can be thought of in the 
same manner – this area works to anchor the 
front of the pelvis, and will weaken through 
poor control and tight quadriceps, which can 
originate from sitting down for prolonged 
periods (no surprises there, right?)  

Commercial Real Estate Specialists

Level 4, Real Estate Institute House

354 Lambton Quay, PO Box 10955, Wellington 6143

CARL HASTINGS M: 021 403 502  P: 04 472 2066  F: 04 472 2056
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“But, Ryan, why do I need to learn 
how to control the lower fi bres of 
rectus abdominis?”
Let’s dust off  another copy of ‘On The Run’ – 
Volume 8 (“What is Running Gait?”):

LOWER ABDOMINALS

QUADRICEPS

SHOULDERS – “open up the chest”

Those who work behind a 

computer may be aware that they 

have “hunched” shoulders. These 

people should focus on bringing 

the shoulders back to stabilize the 

upper back. This will assist with 

breathing, if the shoulders are 

rolled forward, the rib cage doesn’t 

have enough room to expand. 

If the rib cage cannot expand 

properly, the lungs cannot infl ate 

to their normal capacity.

HIPS – “hips under shoulders”

Many runners tend to drag their hips 

behind their trunk, which places 

too greater load on the quadriceps. 

To combat this, squeeze your lower 

abdominals and attempt to lift the front 

of your hips. This will help to stabilize the 

front of the pelvis.

FEET – “feet under hips”

 A lot of runners are guilty of over-

striding. Attempt to place each foot as 

close to being underneath the hip as 

possible. This helps to bring your centre 

of gravity over your hips. 

HEAD – “run taller”

Next time you’re running with someone, 

ask your training partner if your ears 

are over your shoulders. If not, they’ll 

probably be in front of each shoulder. 

Imagine that there’s a string attached to 

the top of your head. From here, imagine 

that someone is yanking on that piece of 

string. Ask your training partner the same 

question: Has anything changed? 

When running, think of four mantra:

1. “Feet under hips”   FEET

2. “Hips under shoulders” HIPS

3. “Open up the chest” SHOULDERS

4. “Run taller”  HEAD
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As illustrated on the left, proper function of the 
lower abdominals helps the runner to keep his 
or her hips in line with the body’s centre of mass, 
which contributes toward a smooth and effi  cient 
running gait (have a look at volume 8 for more 
detail on this). The body’s oblique’s also work to 
keep the left and right sides of the pelvis aligned 
as each leg alternates through the gait cycle (I’ll 
discuss this bit in my next article). 

Gaining stability and coordination over the front 
of the pelvis will also reduce the amount of force 
that may travel through the lower back, knees, 
and the front of the shin (tibia) while walking 
and running. 

Here’s the Practical Part
Here’s a wee number that will hopefully allow 
you to, 1) get your head around how your lower 
abdominals function (how they orientate your 
pelvis), and 2) learn how to co-ordinate the area; 
fi rstly, through the exercise below and, secondly, 
during more complex movements. 

1. Lie on your back with your hands by your side,  
knees bent to 90 degrees, and your feet fl at on 
the fl oor.

2.  Take a deep breath in, followed by a deep 
breath out (don’t stop reading). During the deep 
breathe out; draw your navel in, towards your 
spine. Attempt to isolate this manoeuvre around 
the lower portions of your torso. Don’t tense 
your stomach.

3. Practice step 2 until confi dent.

4. While drawing your navel in, attempt to fl atten 
your back – reduce the height of the arch in your 
lower back (looking at your pelvis from the right 

side, this should be seen as an anti-clockwise 
rotation). Hold for 5 seconds. Relax for 10 
seconds, and repeat 10 times.

Points to note:

• Keep your backside and hamstrings relaxed 
throughout this exercise. 

• Concentrate on keeping your breathing 
smooth and relaxed (it’s easy to hold it when 
you’re working with anything around the 
gut). 

• There’s no need to push your lower back 
against the ground. Flatten the arch to the 
point where you start to feel your lower 
abdominals are beginning to work. 

• Once you fi nd the above steps easy, 
complete the manoeuvre with your knees at 
a greater angle. Continue to progress until 
your competent while resting your legs, fl at 
on the fl oor. However, avoid over-working 
the area (especially if you’re doing a lot of 
running). Keep in mind that this exercise is in 
place for a ‘practice makes perfect’ purpose. 
It’s not there for a workout, by any means. 

• Once confi dent, apply the coordination you 
have gained from this exercise while running 
around Oriental Parade. 

Any Questions?
If you have any questions about what is written 
above, or if you’d like to pick my brain about an 
injury or a technique-related problem, please 
don’t hesitate to ask. Really interesting questions 
and answers will be published in the next 
volume of ‘On The Run’.
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Team Updates

SENIOR MEN

Stefan Smith

Well, another winter season has come to an end! 
It was another solid one for the Senior Men. With 
the current crop of guys, Wellington Scottish will 
be very strong in the years to come and I don’t see 
why we can’t have fi ve guys in the top 10 regularly 
at New Zealand Championships. New Zealand 
Road Relays have been covered but I want to 
underline how special it was to get 2nd, we had 
a great team and we ran well for such a young 
one - we must strike gold sooner rather than later! 
The New Zealand Half Marathon Championships 
were held in Auckland where I had something of 
a breakthrough from the minor placings to beat 
some good guys for 3rd. James Richardson at 10th 
and Matt Dravitzski at 11th rounded off  a good 
showing for Wellington. I followed up the half 
marathon championships with a win at the Round 
the Bridges win in Hamilton.

Things to look forward to for the summer 
include  some guys running very fast and 
competing for New Zealand medals at the 
track nationals. With Hamish in the 1500m, me 
and Tim Hodge over the longer distances and 
a bunch of younger guys like Ben Barry, Jesse 
Patel, and Josh Van Dalen coming through, the 
track season looks very exciting. We we could 
very well have almost 10 guys running sub 
4mins for 1500m! A new addition to Wellington 
to look forward to is Matt Harris.  Matt is a great 
guy and a hell of a runner who has run good 
relay legs and is also quick over the middle 
distance on the track and is a solid cross 

country  performer. I look forward to returning 
to Wellington in January to play a bigger part in 
the way Scottish operates and look forward to 
training hard and training regularly with all the 
guys again  - it’s the only way to improve. Well 
done to all the Senior men and to the Club for 
a successful 2011 and here’s to an even better 
2012.  I am proud to say I run for Wellington 
Scottish. 

JUNIOR MASTERS MEN (40-49)

Grant McLean

It was another cracker year for the MM40 team 
(unbeaten again) and a real team eff ort it has 
been. Much like the ABs it has been a war of 
attrition to hold it all together, and so it was 
really a great relief when Greg Mitchell ran across 
the fi nish line at Hunua in fi rst place at the New 
Zealand Road Relay, successfully defending our 
New Zealand title. 

Most of us have been nursing our wounds 
since, although Michael ‘titanium’ Wray has 
continued to enter any event that has strayed 
into his path (Ah youthful enthusiasm). Bill 
Twiss, Peter Stevens, and Warren Maguren 
among others have been fl ying the fl ag on the 
track. Todd trumped us all though by taming 
his troublesome Achilles and touring the New 
York boroughs in a respectable 2.42. Watch out 
in 2012 boys! Enjoy summer and be ready for 
campaign 2012.

Stef dominated Round the Bridges
The successful MM40 eff ort
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MATURE MASTERS MEN (50+)

Bob Stephens

Missing in Inaction. That seems to be a fairly 
accurate description of the true veterans as 
well as the mature, then the vintage, although 
the latter category certainly got time value for 
money from their subscription. There were a few 
new excuses this year - writing a book about 
Wellington!! (congratulations Dave Colquhoun), 
looking after grandchildren, judging walking 
races overseas, having abnormal blood counts, 
volunteering at the Rugby World Cup, before 
getting down to the more mundane such as 
injuries, and plain old age.

A more concerted eff ort will be required next year 
to get the talent to the start line, especially for 
the New Zealand Road Relay - this year’s MM50 
team, with several vintage runners, managed to 
hold on safely to last place. That MM50 trophy 
may be hard to keep, like Wriggles a whole raft 
of young ones will enter the M50 grade. And the 
M60 grade looks as though it would be the major 
club strength, if only there was a grade! Jonathan 
Harper may have to replace Bill Twiss and return 
to escorting young Ariana on her runs if he wants 
to keep the inaugural M60 trophy - the likes of 
Richard Brent, Dave Colquhoun, Ross Lake and 
Ken Howell all become part of the M60 grade 
- welcome, but some vintage wine, for existing 
members, is the entry requirement. And hot off  
the press, Richard Brent kicked-off  his M60 debut 
with a Centre record for the 3000m (10.14.74). 
Well done Richard!

JUNIOR MEN

Ryan Mahon

In this last part of the season there were lots 
of road races and relays so I’ll just mention 
a few of them. The New Zealand Road 
Championships saw some good results with 
Josh Baan coming 5th in the M16 race. In the 
M19 race Malcolm Hodge (although he was 
technically running for Canterbury) came 17th 
and Daniel Hunt came 20th. On the same day 
as the road race the Australian Cross Country 
Nationals were held in Canberra and I was 
very fortunate to be part of the New Zealand 
Secondary Schools team that fl ew over to 
take part. I placed 10th in the Senior Boys 
Secondary Schools competition. Later in the 
last term some of the Junior Men took part in 
the Wellington Secondary Schools Road Relay 
in Trentham. 

Congratulations to Jonathan Beresford who ran 
the fastest time in the Year Nine Boys event. 
Many of our Junior Men will have just competed 
in the New Zealand Secondary School Road 
Championships, so we hope we did well! Lastly, 
to the Year Thirteen’s in the team I hope you 
enjoyed your fi nal days at secondary school 
and that you will continue with your running 
wherever you fi nd yourself next year!

No excuses from Ross the Regular! 
Because I love it..

Team Captain Ryan in action. Wellington 
Secondary School XC Championships
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SENIOR WOMEN

Stephanie Mackenzie

Scottish proudly had 6 women’s teams 
competing in the NZ road relays.  Our Masters 
Women won Gold while the Senior Women 
placed a creditable 5th.  It was great to see many 
new members experiencing all the excitement 
for the fi rst time as well as those who have been 
at it for 20+ years!  A challenging but beautiful 
course and a great night of celebrations made it 
one to remember. 

As the winter season wound down, our women 
just kept going.  New member Angela Leck 
easily won the 3 Peaks series. Her legendary 
run up the tip track in the fi nal event saw her 
fi nish 16 minutes ahead of the next woman and 
just 5 minutes behind the top men.  She also 
won the Petone Half Marathon and Wellington 
Championships with a race record.  Jackie 
Mexted won the Abel Tasman Coastal Classic, 
Tina Harris placed 22nd at the Commonwealth 
Mountain running championship in Wales 
and Vivian Cheng won the NZ 24 hour 
championship.

What now? Scottish women are always well 
represented at every road and off -road event but 
it would be great to see more women give Track 
a go this summer.  Improving your speed will 
make a big diff erence to your next cross country 
season.  So get over your fears and get out there!

And fi nally, a big thanks to Diane and Christine 
for their great leadership and organization as 
captains over the past two years!

JUNIOR WOMEN 

Nicole Mitchell

Our fi rst road race was the Wellington Road 
Champs in Wainuiomata.  In the W16 event Alice 
Forster and Juliet Stevens placed 7th and 8th 
respectively and I placed 1st in the W19 event.   
We then had our fi rst team race at the Bays 
Relays where the team of me, Ariana Harper, 
Alice Forster and Juliet and Danielle Stevenson 
placed 4th.  

We then shifted our focus to the New Zealand 
Road Championships in Wellington where 
Serena Murrihy placed 4th and I placed 2nd.  

Ariana Harper was away representing New 
Zealand at the Australian Secondary Schools 
Cross Country Championships in Canberra 
where she placed 43rd in the u18 race.  She 
has also been selected to represent New 
Zealand at the World Secondary Schools Cross 
Country in Malta next year - well done Ariana! 
The New Zealand Road Relays came around 
very quickly this year and the team consisting 
of Juliet Stevens, Ariana Blackwood, Ariana 
Harper, Alice Forster and Zara Murrihy – a very 
young team, placed 8th.  Ariana Harper ran lap 
3 and had the fastest time of the day for the 
junior women.  The last road race of the year 
is the New Zealand Secondary School Road 
Championships, which will have just been held 
when the magazine comes out.  The it is into 
the track season, and hope to see lots of junior 
women getting out an chasing PBs.  

A job well done Diane and Christine

Andrea Smith takes on the 1500m
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P-TEAM: 

FINAL WORDS FROM CHRIS

Refl ecting on your life, what have you achieved 
that you are most proud of?

• Having the courage to marry my wife so soon 
after meeting her, and taking on her 8 year 
old son, Tory sight unseen

• Being a great husband and father

• Always staying faithful

• Collecting and maintaining a large number of 
friendships

• Playing 20+ premier rugby games in Dunedin 
(in the strong Otago years)

• Skiing the Tasman Glacier

• Widely exploring New Zealand and seeing 
many parts of the world

• Mountain-biking the Queen Charlotte; 
tramping and kayaking the Abel Tasman

• Career development

• Having a strong infl uence on people’s jobs- 
by encouraging their self-development

• Providing a good example of life going on as 
an amputee

• Striving to make sure that I always provide 
generosity, rather than being selfi sh

• Respecting other people’s viewpoints

• Getting a tattoo on my shoulder that states 
“No Fear” to remind myself that fear is usually 
the only thing that prevents you achieving 
your goals and dreams

• Living in the present moment, and not being 
hindered by the past or worried about the 
future

Favourite moments with the P Team

• Drinking out of the prosthetic at Buller

• Watching the look on the tourist’s faces as 
Mad Eddie completed the Mountain Running 
Champs naked

• Listing to Crestani shout himself hoarse, 
hurling abuse at everyone during and after 
Chunder Mile

• Running down Mike Wells, then Sumo on the 
beach, to win the Titahi Bay Cup.

We will miss, but never forget ya Big Fella!
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Hi everyone

Hope everyone is well and getting 
ready for the upcoming track and 
fi eld season.   This year seems to have 
fl own and before we know it, it will be 
Christmas.
Today we’re going to talk about Mizuno, one 

of the leading running brands in New Zealand 

and the world.   Mizuno was established in 1906 

by Rihachi Mizuno – the fact that the brand 

has been around for over 100 years may be a 

surprise to you.

Here in NZ, Mizuno is still very much a growing 

brand.  Internationally it is known for running/

golf/baseball/softball and track & fi eld.  In NZ 

however, it fi rst came to be known as a rugby 

brand as sponsor of our World Champion All 

Blacks, but is now known in a big way for its 

running shoes.   Mizuno  sponsors many events 

in New Zealand including: the Taupo half 

marathon; Taupo off - road half marathon; Huntly 

half marathon; Round the Bridges, Hamilton; 

Napier half marathon; and the Dunedin half and 

full marathons.

The Mizuno view on what they do is this....

Mizunofesto
How far can you go?

How high can you reach?

How long can you endure? How much more 

can you push yourself before you accept your 

limitations?

Or believe you don’t have any?

You have as much doubt as you have drive.

As much fear as you have confi dence.

Yet you still get up every morning with the same 

objectives:

To pass the ones in front of you.

Eclipse the ones behind you.

Impress the one inside you.

Inside each of us is a better us trying to get out.

Trying to make the most of what we’ve got.

Trying to be more than we think we can be.

Our victories are personal.

Our devotion is perpetual.

And our potential is limitless.

Sport is our passion.

Technology is our partner.

And being the best isn’t nearly as important as 

doing our best.

Every day you make promises to yourself.

Be tough, only tougher.

Be strong, only stronger.

Be yourself, only better.

And, above all, never waver.

Never quit.

NEVER SETTLE

Mizuno is a great brand with a wide range of 

shoes for all foot types and surfaces.   Come  to 

the shop and check them out - as you can see 

there are some bargains to be had. 

rolysmith2@hotmail.com

Karen’s Corner

HAWK M RRP $160 NOW $112

ASCEND M RRP $200 NOW $140

HAWK W RRP $160 NOW $112

ASCEND W RRP $200 NOW $140
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If you want to get from A to B, and you want to go via Q, X and Z, the consultants at The 

Terrace Travel are your airfare experts.  We are specialists in long-haul international travel, and 

skilled in the tricky multi-stop itineraries.

With over 70 years experience among our senior staff , The Terrace Travel has the expertise to 

get you where you want to go, while making the most of your travel budget.

So for fi rst-class service, whatever class you’re travelling, contact:

take the scenic 
route from 

'a' to 'b'

Paul Brydges

The Terrace Travel Limited

Ground Floor, 88 The Terrace,  Wellington

Tel  : 04 4998125

Email : terrace@phoenixtravel.co.nz
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www.runnersguide.co.nz

Give your  
family & friends 
some quality 
local running  
MOTIVATION this 
Christmas!

www.runnersguide.co.nz


